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American Express cards can be approved
instantly at hotels, stores and restaurants,
thanks to an innovative system that combines
symbolic processing with traditional data
processing.

Symbolics at
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"Symbolics was the only company
able to address American Express'
stringentrequirements, including
its need for fast processing and
guaranteed up time."

On an average day, one million people
pull out their American Express cards in
restaurants, hotels and stores worldwide.
Most of these transactions are screened
by the company's Credit Authorization
System, which utilizesordinary transaction processing on an IBM" 3083 to verify
accounts and authorize purchases. But
for purchases that do not get automatic
approvalsfrom the system— charges
that must be evaluatedand authorized
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by human intelligence —American
Express uses the Authorizer's Assistant,
an innovative expert system built and
delivered on Symbolics computers.
Unlike other credit cards, American
Express cards do not have preset spending limits —this enhances thecard's
prestige for the customer, but increases
therisk for American Express. Because
thereis no automaticceiling, the company's authorization system must take
into account card holders' buying patterns and credit profiles each time they
make a credit card purchase.
Sometimes this decision-making process is too complex for a conventional
computer system and requires action
by an authorizer trained to examine
an account in depth. Such an "expert"
authorizationwould be triggered when
apurchase is questionable;for example,
when it is unusually expensive or uncharacteristicofthe card holder. The

Authorizer's Assistant applies therules
a human expert would use to reject or
approvesuch charges

According to Ken Chrisman, vice
president ofadvanced technology in
the company's consumer card group,
American Express expects theAuthorizer's Assistant to cut losses that result
from wrongrecommendations. "Our
goal for this expertsystem is to approve
all good credit risks and reject all fraud ulentv or bad debts," he says.
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Judging credit worthiness
Ifa transaction cannot be screened by
routine channels, it is automatically
routed to one of 11 Symbolics work.
stations located in Phoenix, Arizona.
The Authorizer'sAssistant examines as
many as 13 different databases. After
receiving the pertinent information, the
Authorizer's Assistant applies its expert
systemrules to the case and makes a
recommendationwhich is transmitted
to the authorizerand finally to the
merchant at the point ofsale.
The Authorizer'sAssistant demonstrates
the power of combining knowledgebased processing with traditional
transaction processing in a commercial
"real-world" setting. When the project
is completed in late 1988, approximately
20 Symbolics workstations will beintegrated into American Express' data
processing network,
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Our product can improve a user's
productivity by a factor of 10to 100 for
a widerange of problems." Dick Petti,
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Director of Symbolics ComputerAided
Mathematics Group.

The product is

the most

powerful software available for mathematical computing. It automates
symbolic mathematics and combines
symbolic and numerical analyses into
a powerful automated approach to
mathematical modeling.
Symbolics' Computer Aided Mathematics Group, based in Cambridge,
MA, handles the continuing development, marketing, sales, and support
of MACSYMA. "We're a small business
within Symbolics," said Petti. "Wehave
our own technical, marketing, and administrative staffs focused solely on
MACSYMA and our customers. In fact,
this is the largest group in the industry
dedicated solely to thedevelopment and
support of symbolic mathematical software."And that focus has paid off. In
the past year, orders for MACSYMA have
increased by seventy-fivepercent, afactor
Petti attributes to his group's commitment to the product and to putting
customers' needsfirst.
"We are selling a product that increases productivity, accuracy and modeling power," said Petti. "We're not trying
to sell customers MACSYMA justbecause
we think it is exciting (although we do) ."
The grouprecognizes that customers
have specific needs, to:
shorten the time it takes to perform
atations;
ability and accuracy of
results;
jM
d mathematical exper;
obtain more general solutions, giving
users more insight into therelationships
among changing variables;
combine symbolic and numerical
analyses.

The customer comes first
The group has recently strengthenedits
customer service programs, documentation, and development efforts in response
to customer needs.

A dedicated customer service representative is available for users who want
help to access all ofthe capabilities of
MACSYMA. By simply calling the 800
number, service customers can reach
an expert on MACSYMA who will answer
their technical questions. And this support is available to anyone who purchases
a service contract.
The group has been working on
making the MACSYMA documentation
easy-to-useand last year they introduced
The MACSYMA User's Guide, for new and
intermediate users. The document, filled
with examples and clear, step-by-step
explanations, has provenpopular with
customers. Petti reports that some large
customers are so pleased with the new
Users Guide that they have ordered up

apiece. Anyone interested in
obtaining copies of The MACSYMA User's
Guide should call 1-800-MACSYMA.
The group's new development efforts
arefocused on strengthening links to
Fortran and numerical analysis, improving the user interface, and providing
new capabilities in the area ofsymbolic
approximation methods. Customers
iave indicated that these are the most
important enhancements theywould
to 100 copies

like to see.

It's thiskind offocus and customer
made MACSYMA
unmatched in theindustry,
support that has

Entering the mainstream
MACSYMA is quickly gaining acceptance in the mainstreamof applied mathematics. Mathematicians, scientists, and
engineers are using theproduct to automate symbolic computations in a variety
ofindustries. For example, a large medical systems equipment manufacturer
uses the product to analyze diagnostic
problems by modeling magnetic
fields in a nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) scanner. Another customer uses
MACSYMA to design geometric modeling
software which it in turn sells to its customers. And yet another customer, a

large automotive manufacturer, uses
MACSYMA to help in the analysis
ofmetal forming operations.
MACSYMA originated in the late
1960s at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. Petti estimates that developers have invested over 150 man-years
developing MACSYMA while users have
invested more than 1,000man-years using
the product. Symbolics licensed the product in 1982 and todaythe LISP application runs on Symbolics' 3600 family of
systems as well as a range ofindustry
standard computers including systems
from Apollo, Sun,
and
Digital Equipment Corporation.
"MACSYMA," said Petti, "is revolutionizing symbolic mathematics.And in
theprocess providing users with dramatic
increases in speed, accuracy, and modeling power." ■
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"Our goalfor this expert system is
to approve all good credit risks and
reject all fraudulent or bad debts."
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Cains in productivity, quality, and service
TheAmerican Express data center in
Phoenixreceives an averageof 125,000
calls per day from merchants. "We estimate that at least 20 percent ofthe transactions currently beingevaluated by
human authorizers will behandled automatically by theAuthorizer's Assistant,"
says Chrisman. "The system will save
American Express money by allowing us
to handle a higher volume of calls with
the same numberof people."
More important, Chrisman feels that
the expert system will improve the quality and consistency ofthe authorization
decisions. "The authorizer's assistant
will enableless experiencedpeople to
perform as well as experts," he says.
Ruling favorably for a good credit risk
is as important to American Express as
rejecting bad debts. "Nothing upsets
people more than being at a cash register
making a purchase and having the
charge denied," observesChrisman.
Indeed, the company's studies have
shown that in most cases, when an
4 American Express card is rejected, the
fc-card holder presents a competing credit
r card to complete the purchase. "We want
Is' be extremely careful not to damage
bur serviceimage because that is what
distinguishes us so successfully from the
competition," says Chrisman.

Partnership of AI and
mainstream computing
Development of theAuthorizer's Assistant began in 1986 with two Symbolics
3645" systems running the Automated
Reasoning Tool"(ART)", an expert systern shell. The prototype and pilot phases
ofthe project took 6 to 9 months, with
the production system scheduled for
rollout in late 1988. Evaluation showed
that the combination of Symbolics and
ART provided the best functionality, the
richest tools and the highest performance
of any expertsystem development environment. Although several other vendors
were considered, Symbolics was the only
company able to address American Express' stringent requirements, including
its need for fast processing and guaranteed up time.
TheAuthorizer's Assistant can deal
with 120 transactions per minute and
up to 800 rules for each transaction. If
human intervention is not required, the
expertsystem will supply a decision in
less than 10 seconds, with data speeding
over 56K baud lines between Symbolics
workstations in Phoenix, the company's
IBM mainframes, and back to the point

ofsale.
Symbolics was able to guarantee
American Express 99.5 percent up time
by configuring the system with a redundant processor thatis kept on line at
all times. This "warm spare" is set to

go into service within one second if a
hardware failure is detected.
Symbolicsbuilt two custom software systems, one to talk to IBM's TPF"
operating system, and a second to communicate with the IMS" environment.
In combination with Symbolics SNA
3270, these custom systems enable
Symbolics machines to operate within

American Express' IBM-SNA" network.
Bottom lineobjectives
Statistical studies conducted by American Express suggest that an expert
system that can reliably approvesound
customers and reject frauds could save
the company an enormous amount of
money, even in its first year ofoperation.
Chrisman expects Authorizer'sAssistant to rack up savings many times more
significant than the 20 percent he has
projected for improved productivity.
"We want to use technology to leverage
a competitive edge whereverpossible,"
says Chrisman. "We think it will improve
our service to customers. That's how we
gain an advantage in this business."

